GETTING STARTED:
If I'm interested in the GED program, how do I get started?
Visit MyGED® at www.GED.com to sign up and create your MyGED® account. You can also
learn about the 2014 GED® program, see success stories, and try a sample test question.

ABOUT THE 2014 GED® TEST
What is the test format?
The test is on computer.

PREPARATION AND PRACTICE TEST
Is an official practice test available online?
Yes, GED Ready™: The Official Practice Test is available through MyGED™ at
http://www.ged.com in an online version (delivered over the Internet).
Will students have to pay to take a practice test?
GED Ready™: The Official Practice Test is available through MyGED™ at GED.com. The
official practice test costs $6.00 per subject.
Are there free online practice tests?
GED Testing Service offers a free practice test on our web site at
http://www.gedtestingservice.com/educators/freepracticetest.
Is there a charge for the computer-based prep materials and if so, what will the mechanism
for paying for the use of computerized materials be?
Yes, there will be a fee for preparation materials purchased from commercial publishers, just as
there always has been. Various publishers have different methods of charging for their materials,
and you would have to check with them for details. To learn more about the publishers working
with us, visit our 2014 GED® program publishers page.
Are there materials printed to use in the classroom?
Visit our 2014 GED® program publishers page.
What sample tests are available?
A variety of sample materials are available, including:




Sample items at http://www.gedtestingservice.com/educators/itemsampler
The free practice test at http://www.gedtestingservice.com/educators/freepracticetest
GED Ready™: The Official Practice Test is available through the MyGED™ portal at
GED.com

Is GED Ready™: The Official Practice Test available on pencil and paper?
The GED Ready™ is not available in a paper format. Since the 2014 GED® test is a computer-

based test, the GED Ready™ must also be computer-based, in order to prepare test-takers
appropriately for the test-taking experience and to provide them with a score that is predictive of
the score they may receive on the operational GED® test.
Will practice tests be available in Spanish?
Yes. The free practice test is available in Spanish at gedtestingservice.com/freepracticetest. GED
Ready™ is available in Spanish on MyGED™ at GED.com.

WHAT IF I WANT TO CREATE AN AUTHORIZED TESTING CENTER AT
MY PROGRAM/FACILITY?
There is no cost to establishing a testing center, or a charge for Pearson VUE testing software or
upgrades. However, every testing site must purchase the Enhanced Security Protocol (ESP) kit
that includes digital cameras, signature pad and other security related equipment and
information. The cost to purchase the ESP kit $450.00.
Each site must also have a designated Test Administrator who has passed an open-book
certification test.
This link will provide standard test center requirements, guide you through the process of
establishing a Pearson VUE Authorized Test Center, and answer other questions you may have
as a perspective test center.
https://home.pearsonvue.com/For-test-centers/FAQs/Prospective-test-centers.aspx

What are the training requirements for test examiners?
Test administrators need to pass a Pearson VUE certification examination. Self-study training
materials are available and it an open-book exam.
For the 2014 GED® test how many proctors and examiners do you recommend to
administer the tests?
In computer-based testing, there is a relatively small testing center (typically no more than 15
seats), in which test-takers are administered the test individually – each with their own starting
and stopping time, etc. Because of this, the testing center must have the appropriate number of
administrators to handle the number of seats in the testing center, depending on its size.
Rae Smith
GED Administrator
Kentucky Adult Education, Council on Postsecondary Education
1024 Capital Center Drive
Suite 250
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601-8204
Phone: (502) 573-5114, ext. 102
Fax: (502) 573-5436
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AN ACT relating to state agency children.
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky:
SECTION 1.

3
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READ AS FOLLOWS:
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(1)

A NEW SECTION OF KRS CHAPTER 158 IS CREATED TO

Notwithstanding any other statute to the contrary, a state agency child, as defined

6

in KRS 158.135(1), who is at least seventeen (17) years of age shall be eligible to
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seek attainment of a high school equivalency diploma.

8
9
10

(2)

Nothing in this section shall be construed to exempt a student who has attained a
high school equivalency diploma from the compulsory attendance requirements
of KRS 159.010.
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158.100 Program required to be provided by school district -- Additional programs
permitted -- Refugee or legal alien students.
(1)

(2)

Notwithstanding any statute to the contrary, each school district shall provide an
approved preschool school program through twelve (12) grade school service. An
approved preschool school program through eight (8) grade school service shall be
provided for the children residing in the district by maintaining schools. An
approved high school service for all children of high school grade under twenty-one
(21) years of age residing in the district shall be provided either by maintaining the
schools within the district or by contract with another district. The board of
education of any school district, subject to the approval of the chief state school
officer, may establish night schools, industrial schools, and other schools for the
residents of the district as it deems advisable.
A school district may provide an approved high school program to a student who is
a refugee or legal alien until the student graduates or until the end of the school year
in which the student reached the age of twenty-one (21), whichever occurs first.
Effective: July 15, 2014
History: Amended 2014 Ky. Acts ch. 78, sec. 1, effective July 15, 2014. -- Amended
1990 Ky. Acts ch. 476, Pt. I, sec. 28, effective July 13, 1990. -- Amended 1984 Ky.
Acts ch. 367, sec. 6, effective July 13, 1984. -- Amended 1978 Ky. Acts ch. 20, sec.
1, effective June 17, 1978. -- Amended 1966 Ky. Acts ch. 184, sec. 2. -- Recodified
1942 Ky. Acts ch. 208, sec. 1, effective October 1, 1942, from Ky. Stat. sec. 3480-1,
3480-2, 4363-5a, 4399-2, 4399-3.

Join the

learning
evolution

Become a Pearson VUE ® Authorized Test Center
In colleges, companies and organizations and across the globe, Pearson VUE is fostering
a learning evolution. We’re inviting you to join us!
The concept is simple: As certification becomes a more standardized measure of knowledge and skills,
more learners are taking advantage of its many benefits – career advancement, peer recognition and a better
salary to name a few.
As a Pearson VUE® Authorized Test Center you can drive this change by delivering exams that can actually change your
students’ lives. Additionally, these certifications complement your educational offering and provide you with opportunities
to grow.

Benefits for test takers, benefits for you.
Streamlining the experience

Access special promotion & support tools

From the moment candidates enter your center, you can
count on a smooth and reliable process. From automated
check-in and exam readiness, through test delivery and quick
results processing; count on Pearson VUE’s proven methods
and technology. Every step, every time.

Being a Pearson VUE® Authorized Test Center gives you
access to volume discounts, special promotions and support
tools to grow your business — materials that share the value
of certification with your students, content for your website,
signage and other marketing materials.

Smart scheduling — Greater accessibility & flexibility

Promote your training program

The advanced registration and scheduling system allows
you to efficiently manage your testing center hours and
staff resources while providing candidates with
scheduling flexibility.

Advanced reporting features, like our sales lead report,
identify exam candidates that are new to your facility so
you can work to convert the candidates into training
students.

Highly secure test environments

Provide access to success

Pearson VUE’s advanced security measures mean you don’t
have to worry that the right candidate takes the test, and all
candidates test in a controlled and secure environment.

Your test center has even greater potential to help your
students, staff or people in your community by providing
them with access to certifications and qualifications
that develop their skills and knowledge. Also, providing
professional and IT exams, such as those for CompTIA, Cisco,
Oracle, Microsoft, VMware and many other leading global
programs, complements your offerings and helps you grow.

Visit www.PearsonVUE.com/PVTC/exams for a complete list of exams offered.

Pearson VUE support: Lessen your worry – increase your value.
Pearson VUE provides exceptional customer service. The friendly and knowledgeable Pearson VUE Support Services team
is available 24/7 to help guide you through any issues that may arise. In addition, you will also have the ability to report and
check the status of site cases, schedules and history via our support services website.

Pearson VUE technology.
The Pearson VUE system utilizes the speed, reliability and cost-effectiveness of the Internet to register candidates, download
exams and transmit results with a press of a button. There is no charge for Pearson VUE testing software or upgrades. There
is a fee of $450 (USD) to purchase the Enhanced Security Protocol kit that includes digital cameras, signature pad and other
security-related equipment and information. You may purchase this kit on mindhub.com/ESP or through another vendor
according to the exact specifications provided.

What are the criteria to become a Pearson VUE® Authorized Test Center?
• Any distraction-free location such as a testing lab or classroom, equipped with computers and access to the Internet.
• A fully functional business website which has been registered for at least 12 months.
• A certified Test Administrator (TA) to proctor the tests – this person does not need to be a dedicated resource and can
get certified by completing an online test.

The 5 steps to becoming a test center*

Step 1

Apply

Step 2

Sign

Step 3

Approval

Step 4

Install

Step 5

Train

First, assess your readiness by reviewing the Pearson VUE technical specifications and facility requirements
found at www.pearsonvue.com/pvtc, and then complete the accompanying application. Attach all supporting
documents such as a copy of your business registration, floor plan and photographs of your center.

Once your application is received, Pearson VUE will send you a contract and other applicable forms.

Once approved, we will send a pre-activation kit (containing materials for your test center), and your
Pearson VUE Site ID which enables access to the online Policies & Procedure Guide. You will need to
provide proof that you’ve procured the Enhanced Security Protocol (ESP) kit for checking in candidates.

Install the testing software promptly with the assistance of the Pearson VUE Support Services team.

Finally, your designated Test Administrator (TA) can review the online Policies & Procedure Guide and
sit for the open-book TA certification test. Once your TA passes the test and is certified, you will be
activated to start test delivery.

To learn more, visit PearsonVUE.com/PVTC or contact us at
800 247 8719 or PVAmericaschannelsales@pearson.com
* This process may vary slightly.
Copyright © 2017 Pearson Education, Inc. or its affiliate(s). All rights reserved. PV/H2B/US/5-17

	
  

Photo/video checklist
required for test center applications
Important information:
•

•
•
•
•
•

	
  

	
  

	
  

If your photos/videos are not ready, go to the end of the application, Print a copy for
yourself, then click Submit. You will receive a confirmation email that contains a URL for
submitting the photos/videos at a later time.
You may submit either photos, videos, or a combination of both - whatever is easiest.
If one video illustrates all aspects of your test center, submit one file under Video Other.
The application is not considered complete until photos/videos have been submitted.
Preferred photo formats: .jpg, jpeg, png, gif, pdf. Also acceptable: doc, docx, xls, xlsx.
Acceptable video formats: mpg, flv, avi, mov, mp4.



Floor Plan
Floor plan (hand-sketched or digital) of test center layout, showing the location of the
check-in, test administrator, lockable storage and testing stations.



Test Administrator’s Position
This photo should show where the administrator will be located during delivery of the
exams. The photo should show the administrator's table and chair in the test room if
monitoring will be done in the test room during exams.

	
  



Test Administration Area

This photo should show the administrator's view of the candidates. All of the delivery
workstations, including the desktop of each workstation, should be visible. If
monitoring will be done via a viewing window, the photo should be taken from the test
administrator's position, showing what can be seen through the window from that
position. If monitoring will be done via camera, the photo should be of the screen the
test administrator sees, showing that all candidates can be continuously and
simultaneously monitored. If monitoring will be done in-room, please provide photo(s)
taken from the test administrator’s seated position of all testing stations.



Test Delivery Area
This photo should show all test PCs being requested for approval. Each workstation
must be separated from the neighboring workstation by at least 4 feet (1.2m), or a
partition. [Partitions should be solid, permanent partitions or walls that are at least
1.5m (5’) in height and extend outward from the wall at least 1.2m (4’). Desktop
partitions are acceptable as long as the height measured from the floor is at least
1.5m (5’), and the width measured outward from the wall is 1.2m (4’).] Cardboard
partitions are not acceptable. If there is not enough space between the workstations,
you may use alternate workstations.



Building Exterior



Provide a photo of the exterior of the building showing the address, school/company
signage and the parking area. If your testing site is located in a building without
individual signage, please provide a photo of the building directory which clearly lists
your company name.
	
  
Reception and Check-in Area
The check-in/reception area must be near, but not inside the test room as the check-in
process must be performed before allowing a candidate to go into the test room. The
check-in/reception area must show that there is a desktop PC for checking in
candidates. Photos should also show available seating for candidates who arrive early.



Neutral Background at Reception/Check-in Area
A neutral background is required in the check-in area to provide a background for the
digital photo of the candidate (e.g., white painted wall).



Lockable Area
Provide a photo of the lockable area where candidates will secure items outside of the
testing area (e.g., lockers, lockable cabinet, lockable drawer). The locking mechanism
must be visible in the photo (e.g., if it's a key lock, the key must be in the lock).



Photo - Other
To be used if there are any additional photos.



Special Accommodation Testing Area

	
  

Provide a photo of the test delivery workstation that can accommodate testing
candidates with disabilities. This photo should illustrate how the candidate will be
monitored as described in Test Administration Area above.
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PVTC Facility Requirements
The following sections provide information on facility and environment
requirements that your test center must follow in order to deliver exams through
Pearson VUE.

Provide a quiet testing environment
Test centers are required to provide a distraction-free, secure testing
environment with continuous candidate surveillance. If your test center is already
administering exams, the layout of your office may be sufficient as long as
it meets the requirements below. If you are setting up a new test center,
the exact layout will vary depending on the physical space available and on
the number of candidates that will be accommodated. For more information,
or for assistance in planning a new testing area, contact your local Pearson VUE
office.

Note

Testing can be a stressful experience for many candidates. Even
minor noises near the exam delivery room can cause a candidate
to feel distracted. Throughout this section, you will find various tips to
help you create an environment that will minimize noise distractions.
If there is obvious noise, such as building construction, when
a candidate is ready to take an exam, ask the candidate whether
he or she will be affected by the noise before the exam is started.
If the candidate chooses to go ahead and take the exam, complete
an Incident Report for documentation purposes. Refer to “Filing a
Report for a Candidate Incident” in chapter 11.

Facility requirements
The following minimum requirements must be met when setting up a test center:

Test Center building & surrounding area
•

Provide adequate parking and/or access to public transportation.

•

Provide access to people with disabilities, in compliance with
the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (in the United States) or
your country-specific requirements.

Property of Pearson VUE
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Facility Requirements
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Candidate check-in and waiting area
•

Provide an area separate from the exam delivery room for checking in
candidates. There should be a workspace for the test administrator
where the computer (must be a desktop workstation) that will serve
as your administration workstation is located.

•

The ESP Security kit will be connected to this administration
workstation that will be used for check in. (If purchasing the ESP
security kit through Pearson VUE, you must be an approved site with
a Site ID number before making this purchase.)

•

There should also be seating for candidates who are waiting.

Lockable storage
•

Provide lockers or other suitable storage for personal belongings,
such as a lockable file cabinet, closet or backpacks with locks.

•

The candidate cannot take items such as pagers, paper, books and
briefcases into the exam delivery room. See "Storing Personal
Belongings" in the policy & procedures guide for details.

•

Lockable storage must be outside the exam delivery room.

Exam delivery room area
•

Provide an enclosed, professional environment that is clean,
comfortable, smoke-free and conducive to testing.

•

Place the exam delivery workstations in a permanently enclosed area
that is separate from the rest of the office space. It should be in a lowtraffic area away from any training rooms in use to avoid the sounds
of students talking and moving to and from the classroom. Also, avoid
placing the exam delivery room near an area where people gather,
such as a student cafeteria or busy corridor.
Tips:
o Insulate the exam delivery room to minimize noise. In addition to
insulated walls, an insulated ceiling will help minimize noise.
o Commercially available acoustic privacy systems (or "white noise"
generators) use sound-masking technology to effectively mute
external noise. These may be helpful in areas where traffic or
street noise is sometimes a problem.

2 

Facility Requirements
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•

Provide adequate lighting and ventilation, along with comfortable
seating and work surfaces. Room lighting should provide sufficient light
for keyboard and noteboard while avoiding screen glare.

•

In the exam delivery room, remove equipment such as printers,
fax machines, copiers or telephones while testing is in progress.

•

Minimize noise and distractions during testing.
Tips:
o While testing is in progress, place a sign alerting people in your
office to be especially quiet near the exam delivery room.
For example, you might post a sign that says: "Quiet! Testing
in Progress."
o Headphones that cover the entire ear are successful in blocking
most sounds. They should not be connected to any device.
Some candidates prefer to use earplugs.

Workstation setup
•

Place each exam delivery workstation on a clean surface that has
no obstructions overhead and underneath. The desk space established
for each workstation should measure approximately four feet
(1.2 meters) wide. Only one workstation should be placed on each
four feet (1.2 meter) of space.

•

Separate candidates within the exam delivery room. Separate exam
delivery workstations with at least four feet (1.2 meters) of empty
space on all sides, or use privacy partitions.

If you are using partitions, please follow these guidelines:
•

Though optional at Pearson VUE Authorized Test Centers (PVTCs),
if you are using privacy partitions, which will create privacy and also
absorb sound between workstations, you are required to have
permanent partitions or walls that are at least 1.5m (5’) in height from
the ground up and extend outward from the wall at a 90 degree angle.
Desktop partitions are acceptable as long as the height measured from
the floor is at least 1.5m (5’).
Note

Property of Pearson VUE

If using partitions, the partitions must allow
an unobstructed view of each candidate (including
their hands) within the exam delivery room.

Facility Requirements



3

3 Candidate proctoring/monitoring options are available
Note
Please note you must only meet one of the 3 options
below.
1. Clear glass viewing window or wall
o Proctor sits outside the exam delivery room and looks
through the window to monitor candidate testing.
2. Live feed video surveillance system
o You must configure camera(s) inside the exam delivery room
with a video monitor outside the exam delivery room.
The proctor sits outside the exam delivery room and uses
the video surveillance equipment to view candidates during
testing.
3. Proctor inside exam delivery room
o The test administrator is seated within the exam delivery
room. The Proctor cannot have a computer inside the exam
delivery room. They may be provided a desk and a chair.
Note

Note

4 

Facility Requirements

Whichever surveillance method is used, it must allow
an unobstructed view of each candidate (including their
hands) within the exam delivery room. See “Proctoring
an Exam” in the policy and procedure guide for more
information.

Multiple proctors are required to monitor exams if more
than fifteen candidates are taking an exam at one time
(1 proctor per fifteen candidates).

Property of Pearson VUE

Government Center PVTC
Technical Requirements
About the Installation Scenarios
This document describes the minimum hardware requirements to install
the Pearson VUE Testing System (VTS) software in a Pearson VUE Authorized
Test Center. The VTS software may be installed in one of two configurations:
Workgroup scenario or Server scenario. Whichever scenario is installed,
the hardware and software must meet Pearson VUE’s minimum requirements
as shown in the System Requirements on page 4.
Warning If your site is installing in a Workgroup scenario you are
limited to no more than 15 exam Delivery workstations. If you are
installing on more than 15 exam Delivery workstations you must
use a Server scenario, which requires a Windows server OS.
The following items are strictly prohibited:
•

Mac hardware running any operating system

•

Virtual environments in any form

•

Laptops as exam Delivery workstations or as Servers

Any Windows user account that interacts with the VTS software
on the Server, Administration, Proctor or exam Delivery
workstation is required to have local administrator rights
on that workstation. This includes both installing and running
the VTS software.

Note

Windows 10 support is only available with VTS version 1603 or
above. Sites may install on Windows 10 using a 1603 installer, or
you must update to VTS version 1603 on an older operating
system prior to updating the operating system to Windows 10.

Property of Pearson VUE
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Government Center PVTC Technical Requirements

Workgroup scenario installation
In a Workgroup scenario installation, exam Delivery workstations are connected
through a local area network (LAN) or workgroup to the Administration
workstation which provides shared file storage. This is illustrated below.
Warning A Workgroup scenario may only use up to 15 exam
Delivery workstations. If you will be installing more than
15 workstations, you must use a Server scenario shown on
the following page.

2
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Server Scenario Installation
In a Server scenario installation, all exam Delivery workstations are connected
through a LAN, and a file server provides shared file storage. This is illustrated
below. (Server scenario refers to a setup type and is not related to an Operating
System.)
Warning You must use a Server scenario if you have more than
15 exam Delivery workstations. A server operating system,
such as Server 2008 R2 or 2012 R2, is required for more than
15 exam Delivery workstations.

Property of Pearson VUE
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Government Center PVTC Technical Requirements

System Requirements
Effective September 1, 2016, the following pages list the minimum system
requirements for installing and running the Pearson VUE Testing System, and
for operating as a test center. Pearson recommends purchasing equipment
that meets or exceeds the Recommended Specifications. The minimum
requirements will change periodically based on the needs of our exam sponsors.

Hardware configuration
All-in-one PC’s are permitted as long as they meet the minimum Technical
Specification and do not have a Touch screen. Pearson VUE highly recommends
that All-in-one PC’s meet the Recommended Technical Specifications.

Software licenses
All test centers are required to have Windows operating systems that have
completed online activation. Application software installed on all exam Delivery
workstations must also have current licensing. Windows Operating Systems must
pass Genuine Windows Validation.

Network configuration
It is strongly recommended that all machines with VTS Software installed remain
in the same domain or workgroup, VLAN, and subnet. Network configurations that
do not follow this guideline may experience decreased exam Delivery
performance. You may be asked to make changes to your network configuration to
comply with this guideline as part of problem resolution.

Internet bandwidth
Some exam deliveries will require an internet connection. For Internet Based Tests
(IBT) a minimum base connection speed of 1 Mbps down/up is required.
Additional bandwidth may be required for more than 10 simultaneous IBT exam
deliveries.
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Monitors – Exam Delivery
Requirement
•

17” or larger

•

Must allow for the following display resolution settings:
• 1280 x 1024
• 1024 x 768

•

Monitor must be connected to the computer using DVI,
DisplayPort, or HDMI

•

Exam Delivery workstations must have a graphics adapter that
supports GPU Scaling (ability to Maintain Aspect Ratio)

•

Exam Delivery workstations must have the GPU Scaling feature
enabled in the graphics adapter software

•

The latest version of graphics drivers must be installed

Monitor

Desktop
Graphics
Adapter

Pearson VUE specific hardware
Some exams may require the use of test center admissions equipment. Please
consult with your Pearson VUE representative to determine if these components
are required for your test center. If required, these components may be purchased
from Pearson VUE or a third party source.
Requirement

Administration Workstation

Web Camera

Logitech HD Webcam C615 or
Logitech Pro 9000

Signature Device

ePadLink: ePad Signature Pad – Model VP9801

Warning Pearson VUE strongly recommends purchasing 2 web
cameras. If the first camera breaks down you will not be able
to deliver any more exams until a replacement is in place.

Property of Pearson VUE
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Government Center PVTC Technical Requirements

Administration and Proctor workstations
Minimum Required
Operating
System

Processor

Recommended Specifications

Windows 10 Professional or Enterprise (32-bit or 64-bit)
Windows 8.1 Professional or Enterprise (32-bit or 64-bit)
Windows 7 SP1 Professional or Enterprise (32-bit or 64-bit)
Intel: Core 2 Duo series or newer
AMD: Athlon X2 series or newer

Intel: i-series

Note: CPU must have a minimum of two cores (dual-core)
RAM

2GB of RAM

4GB of RAM or more

Hard Drive

10GB free disk space in NTFS format

50GB free disk space in NTFS format

Graphics
Adapter

Video Adapter must support DirectX 9c
or higher. Latest drivers installed.
128MB of dedicated Video RAM.

Video Adapter must support DirectX 9c
or higher. Latest drivers installed.
512MB dedicated Video RAM or more.

All computers and monitors should be connected via DVI, DisplayPort, or HDMI.
Display

17” monitor or larger

Mouse &
Keyboard

•
•

English QWERTY Keyboard
2 Button Wheel Mouse

4 available USB 2.0 ports for:

USB Ports

•
•
•
•

Network
Connection

English QWERTY Keyboard
2 Button Wheel Mouse
Signature Pad admissions
equipment
Camera admissions equipment
(if camera & signature required)

100-Mbps Full Duplex WIRED
connection to the network switch.

6 available USB 2.0 ports for:
• English QWERTY Keyboard
• 2 Button Wheel Mouse
• Signature Pad admissions equipment
• Camera admissions equipment
• 2 spare ports
1-Gbps Full Duplex WIRED connection
to the network switch.

Strongly Recommended: All machines with VTS Software installed should remain
in the same domain or workgroup, VLAN, and subnet.

Internet
Connection

See Internet bandwidth requirements above.

Internet
Browser

Internet Explorer 11 and Microsoft Edge

Printer

600 DPI Laser Printer

Additional
Software

.NET 4.0 is installed with the VTS software.
If installing on Windows 8.1, .NET 3.5 must be enabled on Administration/Proctor
workstation to complete the VTS installation.
All workstations must have Anti-Virus software installed with a current update.

Additional
Notes

Windows 10/8.1/7 allows for up to 15 simultaneous exam deliveries.
Candidates must not have free access to the Administration or Proctor machines at any time.
The Windows account used to install the VUE Testing System Platform must have
Administrative rights in order to properly install and update the software.
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Exam Delivery workstation
Minimum Required
Operating
System

Processor

Recommended Specifications

Windows 10 Professional or Enterprise (32-bit or 64-bit)
Windows 8.1 Professional or Enterprise (32-bit or 64-bit)
Windows 7 SP1 Professional or Enterprise (32-bit or 64-bit)
Intel: Core 2 Duo series or newer
AMD: Athlon X2 series or newer

Intel: i-series

Note: CPU must have a minimum of two cores (dual-core)
RAM

2GB of RAM

4GB of RAM or more

Hard Drive

10GB free disk space in NTFS format

50GB free disk space in NTFS format

Video Adapter must support DirectX 9c or
higher. Latest drivers installed.
128MB of dedicated Video RAM.

Video Adapter must support DirectX 10 and
higher. Latest drivers installed.
512MB dedicated Video RAM or more.

Graphics
Adapter

All exam Delivery workstations must have a Graphics Adapter that supports GPU Scaling
(sometimes called Maintaining Aspect Ratio).
All exam Delivery workstations must have the GPU Scaling feature enabled.
All computers and monitors must be connected via DVI, DisplayPort, or HDMI.

Display

See Monitors requirements above.

Audio

Windows compatible audio playback capability.

Mouse &
Keyboard

•
•

2 available USB 2.0 ports for:

4 available USB 2.0 ports for:

USB Ports

•
•

•
•
•

Network
Connection

English QWERTY Keyboard
2 Button Wheel Mouse
English QWERTY Keyboard
2 Button Wheel Mouse

100-Mbps Full Duplex WIRED connection to
the network switch.

English QWERTY Keyboard
2 Button Wheel Mouse
2 spare ports

1-Gbps Full Duplex WIRED connection
to the network switch.

Strongly Recommended: All machines with VTS Software installed should be in the same
domain or workgroup, VLAN, and subnet.

Internet
Connection

See Internet bandwidth requirements above.

Internet
Browser

Internet Explorer 11 required
Microsoft Edge

Printer

600 DPI Laser Printer

Additional
Software

.NET 4.0 is installed with the VTS software.
If installing on Windows 10 or Windows 8.1, .NET 3.5 must be enabled on exam Delivery
workstation to complete the VTS installation.
All workstations must have Anti-Virus software installed with a current update.

Additional
Notes

The Windows account used to install the VUE Testing System Platform must have
Administrative rights in order to install properly.
The Windows account profile logged into the exam Delivery workstation must have
Administrative rights in order to launch the Delivery Manager software.
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Server: file storage
The file storage server must be accessible to the Administration workstation,
Proctor workstation, and all exam Delivery workstations. These requirements
apply to Administration workstations with 9 – 15 exam Delivery workstations, and
to Servers with 15 – 30 exam Delivery workstations.
Required for 9 to 15
Exam Delivery Seats

Operating
System

Processor

Windows 10 Professional or Enterprise
(32-bit or 64-bit)
Windows 8.1 Professional or Enterprise
(32-bit or 64-bit)
Windows 7 Professional SP1
(32-bit or 64-bit)

Required for 15 to 30
Exam Delivery Seats
Windows Server 2012 R2 with update
(64-bit)
Windows Server 2008 R2
(32-bit or 64-bit)

Windows Server 2012 R2 with update
(64-bit)
Windows Server 2008 SP2/2008 R2
(32-bit or 64-bit)
(Windows Server Core is not supported
at this time)
Intel: Core 2 Duo series or newer
AMD: Athlon X2 series or newer

Intel: i-series

Note: CPU must have a minimum of two cores (dual-core)
RAM

2GB of RAM or more.

Hard Drive

SATA II Interface Standard or faster Interface Standard.
50GB available disk space in NTFS format.
100-Mbps Full Duplex WIRED connection
to the network switch.

8GB of RAM or more.

1-Gbps Full Duplex WIRED connection
to the network switch.

Pearson VUE strongly recommends that the server be dedicated to the VTS
software, to ensure the highest quality experience for candidates during exam
delivery.
Pearson VUE strongly discourages that the server provide additional services
such as: domain controller, DHCP, SQL Server, WINS, etc.

Network

Power

UPS is recommended.

Internet
Connection

See Internet bandwidth requirements above.

Internet
Browser

Internet Explorer 11 and Microsoft Edge

Additional
Software

Server must have Anti-Virus software installed with a current update.
.NET 2.0 framework must be enabled.

Additional
Notes

The Windows account used to install the VUE Testing System Platform must have
Administrative rights in order to install properly.
Candidates should never have free access to the Server machine at any time.
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Prohibited on all workstations and servers
Exam Delivery Workstations
Portable
Computers

Smartphones are strictly prohibited.
Tablet devices are strictly prohibited (e.g., iOS, Android, and Windows 8).
Netbooks and Chromebooks are strictly prohibited.
Note: Laptops are strictly prohibited as exam Delivery workstations or as Servers.

Processor

Devices running Ultra Mobile Processors are strictly prohibited. This includes, but is not
limited to Intel Atom, AMD NEO CPU lines, and ARM CPUs.

RAM

Less than the specified RAM above

Hard Drive

FAT32 File System
•
•
•

Operating
System

•
•
•
•

Windows Server 2016 is strictly prohibited
Windows XP & Vista (all versions) are strictly prohibited
Windows Server Operating System strictly prohibited on the exam Delivery workstations
and not supported on Administration workstations
Virtual environments are strictly prohibited
(e.g., VMWare, Virtual PC, Citrix, Parallels, VirtualBox, etc.)
Mac OSX is strictly prohibited
Mac hardware running any Operating System is strictly prohibited
All Linux/Unix based Operating Systems are strictly prohibited

Graphics
Adapter

Any Graphics Adapter that does not support DirectX 9c or higher.
Any Graphics Adapter that has less than 128MB of Video RAM.

Monitor
Display

Monitors smaller than 17" are strictly prohibited on exam Delivery workstations.
Dual monitors are strictly prohibited on exam Delivery workstations.
KVM switches are strictly prohibited on exam Delivery workstations.
Touch Screen monitors are strictly prohibited on all workstations.

USB

USB 1.0/1.1 is strictly prohibited.
Un-Powered USB Hubs are strictly prohibited.
Portable computing devices such as, but not limited to, smartphones and tablets are strictly
prohibited from being connected to the exam Delivery workstation during exam deliveries.
USB Hubs are strictly prohibited on exam Delivery workstations.

Network

Wireless Networks of any kind are strictly prohibited.
IPv6 is not supported at this time.
Novell Netware is not supported.
Network Hubs are strictly prohibited.

Internet
Connection

SSL VPNs are strictly prohibited. (e.g., Hotspot Shield)
Dial-Up Internet Connections are strictly prohibited.

Internet
Browser

Only Internet Explorer 11 and Microsoft Edge are supported.
No other web browsers are supported at this time.

Additional
Software

Software that can be used to remotely access the delivery workstations during exam delivery
is strictly prohibited.

Additional
Notes

It is strictly prohibited to install the VUE Testing System Platform on any computer that
does not have Anti-Virus software installed on it.
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PVTC Technical Requirements
About the Installation Scenarios
This document describes the minimum hardware requirements to install
the Pearson VUE Testing System (VTS) software in a Pearson VUE Authorized
Test Center. The VTS software may be installed in one of two configurations:
Workgroup scenario or Server scenario. Whichever scenario is installed,
the hardware and software must meet Pearson VUE’s minimum requirements
as shown in the System Requirements on page 4.
Warning If your site is installing in a Workgroup scenario you are limited to
no more than 15 exam Delivery workstations. If you are installing
on more than 15 exam Delivery workstations you must use
a Server scenario, which requires a Windows server OS.
The following items are strictly prohibited:

Note

•

Mac hardware running any operating system

•

Virtual environments in any form

•

Laptops as exam Delivery workstations or as Servers

Note to sites that will install Palm Vein admissions equipment:
The Palm Vein drivers are only supported on Windows 7 32-bit
operating systems. All other operating systems on
the Administration/Proctor workstations are strictly prohibited
if Palm Vein is installed.
Sites that will install Palm Vein admissions equipment must view
the “Install the Palm Vein Device” topic in the Site Installation Guide
for installation instructions.

Any Windows user account that interacts with the VTS software on
the Server, Administration, Proctor or exam Delivery workstation
is required to have local administrator rights on that workstation.
This includes both installing and running the VTS software.
Note

Windows 10 support is only available with VTS version 1603 or
above. Sites may install on Windows 10 using a 1603 installer, or
you must update to VTS version 1603 on an older operating system
prior to updating the operating system to Windows 10.
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Workgroup scenario installation
In a Workgroup scenario installation, exam Delivery workstations are connected
through a local area network (LAN) or workgroup to the Administration workstation
which provides shared file storage. This is illustrated below.
Warning A Workgroup scenario may only use up to 15 exam
Delivery workstations. If you will be installing more than
15 workstations, you must use a Server scenario shown on
the following page.
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Server Scenario Installation
In a Server scenario installation, all exam Delivery workstations are connected
through a LAN, and a file server provides shared file storage. This is illustrated
below. (Server scenario refers to a setup type and is not related to an Operating
System.)
Warning You must use a Server scenario if you have more than
15 exam Delivery workstations. A server operating system,
such as Windows Server 2012 R2 or 2008 R2, is required
for more than 15 exam Delivery workstations.
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System Requirements
Effective September 1, 2016, the following pages list the minimum system
requirements for installing and running the Pearson VUE Testing System, and
for operating as a test center. Pearson recommends purchasing equipment
that meets or exceeds the Recommended Specifications. The minimum
requirements will change periodically based on the needs of our exam sponsors.

Hardware configuration
All-in-one PC’s are permitted as long as they meet the minimum Technical
Specification and do not have a Touch screen. Pearson VUE highly recommends
that All-in-one PC’s meet the Recommended Technical Specifications.

Software licenses
All test centers are required to have Windows operating systems that have
completed online activation. Application software installed on all exam Delivery
workstations must also have current licensing. Windows Operating Systems must
pass Genuine Windows Validation.

Network configuration
It is strongly recommended that all machines with VTS Software installed
remain in the same domain or workgroup, VLAN, and subnet. Network
configurations that do not follow this guideline may experience decreased exam
delivery performance. You may be asked to make changes to your network
configuration to comply with this guideline as part of problem resolution.

Internet bandwidth
Some exam deliveries will require an internet connection. For Internet Based
Tests (IBT) a minimum base connection speed of 1 Mbps down/up is required.
Additional bandwidth may be required for more than 10 simultaneous IBT exam
deliveries.
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Monitors – Exam Delivery
Requirement
•

17” or larger

•

Must allow for the following display resolution settings:
• 1280 x 1024
• 1024 x 768

•

Monitor must be connected to the computer using DVI, DisplayPort,
or HDMI

•

Exam Delivery workstations must have a graphics adapter that
supports GPU Scaling (ability to Maintain Aspect Ratio)

•

Exam Delivery workstations must have the GPU Scaling feature
enabled in the graphics adapter software

•

The latest version of graphics drivers must be installed

Monitor

Desktop
Graphics
Adapter

Pearson VUE specific hardware
Some exams may require the use of test center admissions equipment. Please
consult with your Pearson VUE representative to determine if these components
are required for your test center. If required, these components may be purchased
from Pearson VUE or a third party source.
Requirement

Administration Workstation

Web Camera

Logitech HD Webcam C615 or
Logitech Pro 9000

Signature Device

ePadLink: ePad Signature Pad – Model VP9801

Note
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Administration and Proctor workstations
Minimum Required
Operating
System

Processor

Recommended Specifications

Windows 10 Professional or Enterprise (32-bit or 64-bit)
Windows 8.1 Professional or Enterprise (32-bit or 64-bit)
Windows 7 SP1 Professional or Enterprise (32-bit or 64-bit)
Intel: Core 2 Duo series or newer
AMD: Athlon X2 series or newer

Intel: i-series

Note: CPU must have a minimum of two cores (dual-core)
RAM

2GB of RAM

4GB of RAM or more

Hard Drive

10GB free disk space in NTFS format

50GB free disk space in NTFS format

Graphics
Adapter

Video Adapter must support DirectX 9c
or higher. Latest drivers installed.
128MB of dedicated Video RAM.

Video Adapter must support DirectX 10 or
higher. Latest drivers installed.
512MB dedicated Video RAM or more.

All computers and monitors must be connected via DVI, DisplayPort, or HDMI.
Display

17” monitor or larger

Mouse &
Keyboard

English QWERTY Keyboard

USB Ports

Network
Connection

•

2 Button Wheel Mouse

4 available USB 2.0 ports for:

6 available USB 2.0 ports for:

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

English QWERTY Keyboard
2 Button Wheel Mouse
Signature Pad admissions equipment
Camera admissions equipment

100-Mbps Full Duplex WIRED connection
to the network switch.

English QWERTY Keyboard
2 Button Wheel Mouse
Signature Pad admissions equipment
Camera admissions equipment
2 spare ports

1-Gbps Full Duplex WIRED connection
to the network switch.

Strongly Recommended: All machines with VTS Software installed should remain
in the same domain or workgroup, VLAN, and subnet.

Internet
Connection

See Internet bandwidth requirements above.

Internet
Browser

Internet Explorer 11 and Microsoft Edge

Printer

600 DPI Laser Printer

Additional
Software

.NET 4.0 is installed with the VTS software.
If installing on Windows 10 or Windows 8.1, .NET 3.5 must be enabled on
the Administration/Proctor workstation to complete the VTS installation.
All workstations must have Anti-Virus software installed with a current update.

Additional
Notes

Windows 10/8.1/7 allows for up to 15 simultaneous exam deliveries.
Candidates must not have free access to the Administration or Proctor workstations
at any time.
The Windows account used to install the VUE Testing System Platform must have
Administrative rights in order to properly install and update the software.
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Exam Delivery workstation
Minimum Required
Operating
System

Processor

Recommended Specifications

Windows 10 Professional or Enterprise (32-bit or 64-bit)
Windows 8.1 Professional or Enterprise (32-bit or 64-bit)
Windows 7 SP1 Professional or Enterprise (32-bit or 64-bit)
Intel: Core 2 Duo series or newer
AMD: Athlon X2 series or newer

Intel: i-series

Note: CPU must have a minimum of two cores (dual-core)
RAM

2GB of RAM

4GB of RAM or more

Hard Drive

10GB free disk space in NTFS format

50GB free disk space in NTFS format

Video Adapter must support DirectX 9c
or higher. Latest drivers installed.
128MB of dedicated Video RAM.

Video Adapter must support DirectX 10 or
higher. Latest drivers installed.
512MB dedicated Video RAM or more.

Graphics
Adapter

All exam Delivery workstations must have a Graphics Adapter that supports GPU Scaling
(sometimes called Maintaining Aspect Ratio).
All exam Delivery workstations must have the GPU Scaling feature enabled.
All computers and monitors must be connected via DVI, DisplayPort, or HDMI.

Display

See Monitors requirements above.

Audio

Windows compatible audio playback capability.

Mouse &
Keyboard

•
•

USB Ports

Network
Connection

English QWERTY Keyboard
2 Button Wheel Mouse

2 available USB 2.0 ports for:

4 available USB 2.0 ports for:

•
•

•
•
•

English QWERTY Keyboard
2 Button Wheel Mouse

100-Mbps Full Duplex WIRED
connection to the network switch.

English QWERTY Keyboard
2 Button Wheel Mouse
2 spare ports

1-Gbps Full Duplex WIRED connection
to the network switch.

Strongly Recommended: All machines with VTS Software installed should be
in the same domain or workgroup, VLAN, and subnet.

Internet
Connection

See Internet bandwidth requirements above.

Internet
Browser

Internet Explorer 11 required
Microsoft Edge

Printer

600 DPI Laser Printer

Additional
Software

.NET 4.0 is installed with the VTS software.
If installing on Windows 10 or Windows 8.1, .NET 3.5 must be enabled on exam
Delivery workstation to complete the VTS installation.
All workstations must have Anti-Virus software installed with a current update.

Additional
Notes

The Windows account used to install the VUE Testing System Platform must have
Administrative rights in order to install properly.
The Windows account profile logged into the exam Delivery workstation must have
Administrative rights in order to launch the Delivery Manager software.
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Server: file storage
The file storage server must be accessible to the Administration workstation,
Proctor workstation, and all exam Delivery workstations. These requirements
apply to Administration workstations with 9 – 15 exam Delivery workstations, and
to Servers with 15 – 30 exam Delivery workstations.
Required for 9 to 15
Exam Delivery Seats

Operating
System

Windows 10 Professional or Enterprise
(32-bit or 64-bit)
Windows 8.1 Professional or Enterprise
(32-bit or 64-bit)
Windows 7 Professional SP1
(32-bit or 64-bit)

Required for 15 to 30
Exam Delivery Seats
Windows Server 2012 R2
with update (64-bit)
Windows Server 2008 R2
(32-bit or 64-bit)

Windows Server 2012 R2 with update
(64-bit)
Windows Server 2008 SP2/2008 R2
(32-bit or 64-bit)
(Windows Server Core is not supported at this time)
Processor

Intel: Core 2 Duo series or newer
AMD: Athlon X2 series or newer

Intel: i-series

Note: CPU must have a minimum of two cores (dual-core)
RAM

2GB of RAM or more.

Hard Drive

SATA II Interface Standard or faster Interface Standard.
50GB available disk space in NTFS format.
100-Mbps Full Duplex WIRED connection to the
network switch.

8GB of RAM or more.

1-Gbps Full Duplex WIRED
connection to the network
switch.

Network

Pearson VUE strongly recommends that the server be dedicated to the VTS
software, to ensure the highest quality experience for candidates during exam delivery.
Pearson VUE strongly discourages that the server provide additional services such as:
domain controller, DHCP, SQL Server, WINS, etc.

Power

UPS is recommended.

Internet
Connection

See Internet bandwidth requirements above.

Internet
Browser

Internet Explorer 11 and Microsoft Edge

Additional
Software

Server must have Anti-Virus software installed with a current update.
.NET 2.0 framework must be enabled.

Additional
Notes

The Windows account used to install the VUE Testing System Platform must have
Administrative rights in order to install properly.
Candidates should never have free access to the Server machine at any time.
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Prohibited on all workstations and servers
Server/Administration/Exam Delivery Workstations
Portable
Computers

Smartphones are strictly prohibited.
Tablet devices are strictly prohibited (e.g., iOS, Android, and Windows 8).
Netbooks and Chromebooks are strictly prohibited.
Note: Laptops are strictly prohibited as exam Delivery workstations or as Servers.

Processor

Devices running Ultra Mobile Processors are strictly prohibited. This includes, but is not
limited to Intel Atom, AMD NEO CPU lines, and ARM CPUs.

RAM

Less than 2GB on any workstation

Hard Drive

FAT32 File System
•
•
•

Operating
System

•
•
•
•

Windows Server 2016 is strictly prohibited
Windows XP & Vista (all versions) are strictly prohibited
Windows Server Operating System is strictly prohibited on the exam Delivery
workstations and not supported on Administration workstations
Virtual environments are strictly prohibited
(e.g., VMWare, Virtual PC, Citrix, Parallels, VirtualBox, etc.)
Mac OSX is strictly prohibited
Mac hardware running any Operating System is strictly prohibited
All Linux/Unix based Operating Systems are strictly prohibited

Graphics
Adapter

Any Graphics Adapter that does not support DirectX 9c or higher.
Any Graphics Adapter that has less than 128MB of dedicated Video RAM.

Monitor
Display

Monitors smaller than 17" are strictly prohibited on exam Delivery workstations.
Dual monitors are strictly prohibited on exam Delivery workstations.
KVM switches are strictly prohibited on exam Delivery workstations.
Touch Screen monitors are strictly prohibited on all workstations.

USB

USB 1.0/1.1 is strictly prohibited.
Un-Powered USB Hubs are strictly prohibited.
Portable computing devices such as, but not limited to, smartphones and tablets are
strictly prohibited from being connected to the exam Delivery workstation during exam
deliveries.
USB Hubs are strictly prohibited on exam Delivery workstations.

Network

Wireless Networks of any kind are strictly prohibited.
IPv6 is not supported at this time.
Novell Netware is not supported.
Network Hubs are strictly prohibited.

Internet
Connection

SSL VPNs are strictly prohibited. (e.g., Hotspot Shield)
Dial-Up Internet Connections are strictly prohibited.

Internet
Browser

Only Internet Explorer 11 and Microsoft Edge are supported.
No other web browsers are supported at this time.

Additional
Software

Software that can be used to remotely access the delivery workstations during exam
delivery is strictly prohibited.

Additional
Notes

It is strictly prohibited to install the VUE Testing System Platform on any computer that
does not have Anti-Virus software installed on it.
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Test Center Layout and Environment
at Correctional Facilities
This document provides information on facility and environment
requirements that your test center must follow in order to deliver exams
through Pearson VUE.
Test centers are required to provide a distraction-free, secure testing
environment with continuous candidate surveillance. The exact layout will
vary depending on the physical space available and on the number of
candidates that will be accommodated. For more information, or for
assistance in planning a new testing area, contact your local Pearson VUE
office.
Testing can be a stressful experience for many candidates.
Even minor noises near the exam delivery room can cause
a candidate to feel distracted. Throughout this section, you will
find various tips to help you create an environment that will
minimize noise distractions.
If there is obvious noise, such as building construction, when
a candidate is ready to take an exam, ask the candidate
whether he or she will be affected by the noise before the exam
is started. If the candidate chooses to go ahead and take the
exam, complete an Incident Report for documentation purposes.
Refer to “Filing a Report for a Candidate Incident” in chapter 11.
The following minimum requirements must be met when setting up a test
center at a correctional facility:
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•

Place the test center in a permanently enclosed area that is separate
from the rest of the correctional facility. It should be an environment
that is clean, comfortable, smoke-free, and conducive to testing. It is
preferred that the test center should be in a low-traffic area to avoid
the sounds of people talking and moving to and from other rooms.
Also, attempt to avoid placing the test center near an area where
people gather, such as a cafeteria or busy corridor.

•

Provide access for people with disabilities, in compliance with
the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (in the United States)
or your country-specific requirements.

•

Provide an area within the test center for checking in candidates.
There should be a workspace for the test administrator where
the computer that will serve as your administration workstation is
located and where the test administrator will proctor exams. You may
also use a live feed video surveillance system or a clear glass viewing
window or wall to proctor exams from outside of the testing room.
Office Layout and Environment
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Whichever method is used, it must allow an unobstructed view of each
candidate (including their hands) within the testing room.

Multiple proctors are required to monitor exams if more than 15
candidates are taking an exam at one time (1 proctor per 15
candidates). Make sure to provide seating for additional
proctors, if necessary. Also, correctional officers are allowed
in the testing room but they are not allowed to proctor or
administer exams unless they are certified Pearson VUE Test
Administrators.
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•

Provide suitable storage for personal belongings, such as a lockable file
cabinet. Candidates cannot have personal items, such as pencils and
paper, in the testing room.

•

Provide adequate lighting and ventilation, along with seating and work
surfaces. Room lighting should provide sufficient light for keyboard and
noteboard while avoiding screen glare.

Office Layout and Environment
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•

Remove any materials (such as wall charts and other reference
materials) that could help candidates during the exam.

•

Place each delivery workstation on a clean surface that has no
obstructions overhead and underneath. If possible, the desk space
established for each workstation should approximately measure four
feet (1.2 meters) wide. However, if your test center cannot meet
the four feet requirement, seat candidates at every other workstation
in the testing room when not all the workstations are occupied.

•

It is acceptable to have workstations set up in front of each other, as
shown in the image below.
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•

However, it is required for each monitor to have privacy screens that
prevent candidates, particularly those who are sitting directly behind
another workstation, from seeing exams being taken on other
workstations.

Even though each monitor has a privacy screen, it is still
possible for a candidate to see the monitor of another
workstation that is setup directly in front of them.
Therefore, seat candidates at every other workstation
when not all workstations are occupied, as shown below.
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•

Monitor positions should be adjustable in order to allow each candidate
to establish a comfortable testing position.

•

If possible, provide height-adjustable chairs at each workstation.
However, if your site is not able to provide adjustable chairs,
non-adjustable chairs are acceptable.

•

In the testing room, unplug equipment such as printers, fax machines,
copiers or telephones while testing is in progress.

•

Minimize noise and distractions during testing.

Office Layout and Environment
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Tips:
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o

While testing is in progress, place a sign alerting personnel and
offenders in the facility to be especially quiet near the testing
room. For example, you might post a sign that says:
“Quiet! Testing in Progress.” Signs can be downloaded
from the VUE Support Services (VSS) Web site for printing.

o

Headphones that cover the entire ear are successful
in blocking most sounds. They should not be connected to any
device. Some candidates prefer to use earplugs, although they
are uncomfortable for some people.
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